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Definitions



Wide window on the CBR



Backgrounds
• Microwave – the CMB is 10,000 times 

brighter than the galactic foreground & the 
spectrum is very close to a blackbody

• Far Infrared – the FIRB is 10 times fainter 
than the galaxy with a spectrum similar to the 
galaxy

• Near IR and Optical – also 10 times fainter 
than galaxy

• X-ray – the XRB is 10 times brighter than the 
galaxy



Olbers’ Paradox

In a homogeneous unchanging Universe every line 
of sight will end on a star.  So why is the night sky 
not as bright as the surface of a star?  The Cosmic 
Infrared Background is what remains after this 
Olbers’ paradox is resolved.



Sources of the CIRB
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Ell-to-energy
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Luminosity density vs. redshift



L/(1+z) vs. time
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Bump Chart: Where is the CIRB?



DIRBE 100 μm Weekly Maps

Note the triangles of zodiacal emission along the 
ecliptic on either side of the solar exclusion hole.



To_no_IPD
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DZ-8



Outside Solar 
System

Still no CIRB Bump:



We want νJν at B but sit at A



To-No-galaxy



Extrapolation to csc|b|=0 in Far IR



Atomic Hydrogen Map
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Extrapolation to csc|b|=0 at 3.5 μm
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DIRBE vs. 2MASS Fits at K



DIRBE at L vs 2MASS at K



More DIRBE vs. 2MASS Fits at K



More DIRBE at L vs 2MASS at K



DIRBE-2MASS at J, K & L



DIRBE-2MASS Residuals at K: σ = 1.83 kJy/sr



DIRBE-2MASS Residuals at L: σ = 1.43 kJy/sr



NIRB.jpg



Results



2.2 μm CIRB Results



Near IR Decomposition



CIRB Previous



Discrepancy



2.2 μm Galaxy Counts

• K counts from Figure 1 of Madau & Pozzetti, MNRAS, 312, L9-L15 
(2000) 

• CADIS counts from Huang etal astro-ph/0101269
• Integral under fit gives 6.3 kJy/sr or 8.6 nW/m2/sr



Undercount of Faint, Fuzzy Edges

• SDSS from 
astro−ph/0012085

• 2dF redshifts with 
2MASS 
photometry from 
astro−ph/0012429

• Need to multiply IR 
values by 2 to 2.6 
for continuity with 
SDSS



Local Luminosity Density



L* causes 55% of jump
n(L)dL = (L/L*)α e-L/L* dL/L*



Spitzer



WIDE-FIELD INFRARED SURVEY EXPLORERWIDE-FIELD INFRARED SURVEY EXPLORER

I am the PI on a MIDEX proposal 
for WISE, an all-sky survey in 4 
bands from 3 to 24 μm.  WISE will 
find and study the closest stars to the 
Sun, the most luminous galaxies in 
the Universe, and also map the large-
scale structure out to redshift z=0.7, 
covering the peak of the galaxy        
S2dN/dS.

Now in phase B, WISE will fly in 
2009.



WISE and the distant Universe

WISE detects very distant QSOs



γ-Ray Connection



Solar Tower Atmospheric 
Cherenkov Effect Experiment

• Collecting area of 100 m diameter telescope
• Optical Quality: Don’t Ask!



Ablaze in the distance

• Blazar H1426+428 has a flux of 4×10-12

erg/cm2/sec at E > 1 TeV.
• z = 0.129
• 96% absorption at 1 TeV for my CIRB
• This is definitely a caveat to remember!



HESS is going great



Claimed limit on CIRB

Fig1 of astro-ph 
0508073.  Based 
on only 2 AGNs. 



Blue points: Matsumoto etal

• Scanned a line on sky.
• Correlated signal with zodiacal light 

model.
• Extrapolated to the model zeropoint.
• Scale factor of the correlation often off 

by 10% or more.



Correlation Slope



Zodi dominates the total signal



Zodi errors underestimated

• A 7% error in the zodi, as suggested by 
the 7% change in the correlation scale 
factor when moving off the DIRBE 
datum at 2.2 μm, reduces the CIRB by 
0.07*260 = 18 nW/m2/sr.

• This would be a systematic reduction in 
the rise at 1.5 μm, bringing Matsumoto 
etal more in line with my values, but 
these are still higher than the H.E.S.S. 
limits.



Cosmic Optical & IR Background



Discussion: CIRB
• The CIRB has been detected in both the 

far IR and the near IR windows through 
the interplanetary dust, but 
measurements between 5-60 μm are 
impossible from 1 AU

• Bolometric OIR background is about 
100 nW/m2/sr

• Ratio of optical plus near IR to the far IR 
is about 2:1 but γ-ray data says more 
like 1:1



Discussion: ΔX
• For UVO “Madau” curve, fuel burn over current 

energy density ratio is f/Uo = 1.9
• Current CIRB bolometric energy density is about 100 

nW/m2/sr
• Therefore ΔX = -0.033
• Madau curve with Rowan-Robinson addon at high z 

burns more fuel at high redshift, so f/Uo = 2.3, ΔX = -
0.04

• At 1/3 solar from cluster gas, ΔX = -0.02
• Do we need more baryons [CMB],  more AGN, or 

less CIRB [zodi]?



White Dwarf Helium Reservoir?
• Oppenheimer et al. (2001) claim 3% of local 

halo in old WDs

• BUT Richer on 2 Apr 2001 withdrew the 
claimed detection of faint, high proper motion 
stars in the HDF [astro-ph/9908270]

• The Oppenheimer et al. objects do not have a 
halo velocity distribution, and can not be part 
of a spherical halo.



CONCLUSION

• CIRB is 7-10% of CMB energy density.
• Zodiacal dust (interplanetary dust) is the 

major foreground source, and 
uncertainties in modeling it are the 
major uncertainty in the near-IR 
background.

• HESS, STACEE, MAGIC and VERITAS 
are measuring the interplanetary dust 
cloud by observing Active Galactic 
Nuclei in γ-rays.
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